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Early, Small Woodworking Saws 
by Hank Allen 

T
he inspiration for this article came from the early, 
small saws in my collection. My main references 
were R. A. Salaman's Dictionary of Tools and old 

tool catalogs, mostly from the 1800s. (Salaman is a great 
book and has been reprinted by Astragal Press.) For this 
article the term "small saw" is any tool with a toothed 
blade and smaller than a tenon saw. I've chosen to 
include only woodcutting saws that predate 1915, or so. 
Not much has been written about small saws. When I've 
finished, the literature may still be lacking, but at least I 
thought you would enjoy the pictures by Charlie Flynn. 

Saws are one category of tool that I've collected from 
my beginning days as a collector. Anything with a 
toothed blade and very old was fair game. Tums out I 
ended up with a number of saws that fit the title of this 
article. I don't recall thinking a lot about them, or 
searching for them, they just came along with the other 
saws. Early American and British brass-backed saws 
with split saw screws are now my favorites, but these 
small saws are pretty neat too. Small saws include 
compass, keyhole, pad, dovetail, and fret saws, which, 
for the most part, are manufactured, and stairmaker's, 
grooving, dado, rabbet, dowel, and a host of specialized 
saws, which, for the most part, are craftsman made. 

'-

Compass & Keyhole Saws 
Photo 1 shows some early compass and keyhole 
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Photo 1. 

saws, and one of another kind in the upper left comer. A 
compass saw is an open-handled saw with a 10 to18 inch 
blade. You'll come across compass saws with shorter blades 
like the three in Photo 1. This may be from constant filing, 
but is more likely from broken tips. Compass saw blades 
taper from about 1 1/4 inches wide at the handle to about 1/4 
inch at the tip. The blade narrows from fairly thick at the 
teeth to relatively thin at the back of the blade. Salaman 
states confidently that the compass saw has 10 teeth per inch, 
but all of mine, and most are English, have either 7 or 8. The 
earliest compass saws have the traditional open handle (left 
center of Photo 1 ), but pistol handles became much more 
common (top right of Photo 1). Disston offered only the 
latter in its 1876 catalog, so the transition must have started 
early. Even so, Hammacher Schlemmer and Wheeler, 
Madden & Clemson offered traditional handles in the 1890s, 
and Simonds still offered one after 1915. The saw at lower 
left was sold to me as a rare "nock" or bowmaker's saw. It 
maybe just a keyhole saw with a fancy handle. cont. on p.8 
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to en
courage interest in early trades and industries, and in 
the identification, study, preservation and exhibition of 
tools and implements used and made in New Jersey as 
an integral part of our heritage. 

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares 
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple 
are fifteen dollars for the membership year of July l 
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the 
Treasurer: John Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray 
Hill, NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts ofNew 
Jersey). 

CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge, 
High Bridge. Take 1-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. 
Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at 
the High Bridge exit. Tum right and go about half a 
mile to Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the 
Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the 
parking lot begin at 12 P.M. ; meeting starts at I P.M. 
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Speakers' Profile 
Charles & Walter Jacob 

"From Tree to Highboy" in the September 1994 Tool 
Shed began: "Once there was a little walnut tree that grew 
straight and proud. It ate of the sun and the earth's nutrients, 
trying to reach the sky in its quest for greatness. But age set 
in and its time as a living thing came to an end." 

The owner of that dying tree asked the Jacob brothers to 
craft from it a Philadelphia tall chest, which he thought to be 
the finest piece offurniture ever known to Americans. They 
instructed him to have the tree cut into four-inch boards and 
air dry them for five years. 

The article went on to describe the making of this chest 
from those four-inch boards, from the ball and claw feet to 
the carvings on the apron and pediment. It took the brothers 
2,100 hours to complete the chest. It's shown in the Photo 
below. 

On April 2nd
, the day 

after our auction, Charles 
and Walter will present a 
slide show that will let us 
follow them through the 
making of this furniture 
masterpiece. They will also 
bring examples of other 
carvings they have done. 
Here is a complete course 
in advanced woodworking 
straight from the Jacob 
Brothers' Cabinetmaking 
Shop. 

The Shop specializes 
in the conservation and 
repair of early American 
furniture for antique deal
ers, private clients, and 
historical societies. Furni
ture reproductions are done t 
as individual commissions, 
as was the Philadelphia highboy. 

Charles spends much time with local and regional 
political activities in Pennsylvania. Walter spends much time 
lecturing and writing about Stanley tools. But they are often 
together when displaying tools from the Jacob Brothers' 
Collection. Walter's last CRAFTS presentation was "Brace 
Yourself for a Bit of Stanley History," which has evolved 
into a series of articles starting in the December 1999 
Chronicle. In a previous CRAFTS presentation both 
brothers displayed and demonstrated "Stanley Combination 
Planes - 1870 - 1888." They will both be with us for the 
April 2nd meeting. Don't miss it! 

Hank Allen 



PRESIDENl.,'S 
COI~NER 

The first weekend in April will be a big one for CRAFTS. 
Saturday April I will be our annual auction (no fooling!), and the 
next day will be our Apri l meeting in High Bridge. The auction is the 
event that we put the most effort into and the one that, outside of 
dues, has the biggest positive impact on our finances. The sale takes 
at least six months of work and planning for Greg Welsh and his 
helpers. It is not an accident that this auction is the best and biggest 
club auction in the country. 

Now for the big question , "why shou ld I go to the auction?" 
First, we always have great tools that you can touch and examine 
even if you can't afford them. This year we have a number of tools 
from Dom Micalizzi's famous co ll ection and many other great lots. 
Second, you get to see and talk to some real experts about the tools. 
There's a lot of tool savvy amongst our members. And last but not 
least, regardless of what people say there are always steals and 
bargains. 

The secret to success at an auction is organization and discipline 
before the auction ever starts. First, don't look just at the glitzy, 
high-end stuff; bidding on these tools will be very competitive. But 
do look at them because they're great tools, and if you've got to have 
them, go for it. Second, understand the difference between scarcity, 
uniqueness, and demand. Some tools may be uncommon; however, 
you might find another. Many handmade items are unique. Some 
tools are common, but demand brings a strong price for them. I try 
to focus on things that fit my collection and that I believe l may not 
see again. Third, take notes. This is very important, and you will 
often notice that the experienced dealers are taking notes on many 
lots. The payoff is as fo llows: after you have been outbid on a 
number of lots you really wanted, some slightly less-exciting lot may 
look like it is going too cheap. For example, when a Stanley 4 ½ C 
is stuck at $45, is the audience asleep or does it have a repaired tote, 
a missing blade, or a cracked casting? You won't know unless you 
made some notes during the inspection. Examine any tool that you 
might have any interest in; otherwise you' ll be a reluctant bidder and 
miss out. Finally, the sale is a great place to obtain parts for damaged 
or incomplete tools. To be successful at this you need either a 
photographic memory or a parts list with descriptions and 
measurements. Better arms for a plow plane by a certain maker, a 
cap or blade for a Stanley plane, you name it. Box lots are a bonanza 
for parts and also for bargain seekers, but you have to do your 
homework at the preview. Every year there are sleepers in our box 
lots for you to find. But, no one is going to tell you! 

Well I must admit after writing th is I'm pretty enthused, and I 
hope you are too. I hope to see you at the auction. And, bring a 
friend if you can; it is great fun and an education. 

Welcome to new members: Kevin Kiwak, West Hartford, CT; 
Stewart & Robyn May, Teaneck, NJ; Glen Richards, Ruckersville, 
VA; Ralph Salerno, Bloomfield, NJ; Jay & Margaret Samuels, 
Bridgewater, NJ; and Charles and Nancy Williams, Skaneateles, NY. 

Joe 

Notice: PATINA's Millennium Picnic. On June 10th PATINA wi ll 
stage a large tool event at Parlett's Farm in Maryland. Members 
of eight tool groups are invited. Details in the June Tool Shed. 

Meet Yo111" Dealea,.s 
The purpose of this column is NOT to evaluate dealers, but 
simply to present useful & interesting information about tool 
sources. 

Clarence Blanchard 
Clarence first appeared in the June [ 997 
Tool Sl,ed, shortly after he had remed 

from real work and acquired the Ftiu' Tool 
/oum:1/. Since then he has acquired Brown 
Aumon Services and has become the # [ 
customer o f th e Pownel. Maine. Post 
Office. Clarence 's quarterly Ftnc Tool 
Jown1I has articles on tools and tool
related top ics ( including some by Clarence 
himself on !11S first love, Stanley tools), 
hundreds of tools fo r absentee aumon in 
each issue, and tools for sale twice a year. 

The f-ebruary Tool Shed had a scory on 
the [ 999 Brown Auction by John Wells. 

If you've never been , you must go at least 

o nce-: it's rhe fantasyland of tool coll ecti ng! 

V isi t his website at f ineToolJ.co m for 

informati o n on the Journal and the next 

Brown auction o n October 22, 2000. 

David Stanley 

Dand has held lnternational Tool Auctions in 

the spring and fall of each year since the earl y 
1980s. His September 1999 aucti on catalog 
included 1382 lots with descriptions, pictures, 
cond1t1on ratmgs, and estimated prices. Th ere 

were [ 2 full-color pages of Norris and Spiers 
planes: Sherhdd braces: rules, plumb bobs, and 

o ther measuring 111scn..1ment.s: wooden plo w 

planes: and other nifry thi ngs. EAlA tour 
groups rall}' arou nd David's aucti o ns as do es 

!\,LI Mc Dougall, a regular attendee. Most o f 
the too ls are sent abroad co absentee bidders, 

who kno w they can rely o n ho nest descriptions 

and condition ratings. Visit Dav id 1s website at 

www .dandstanley.com o r e-mail him at 

da,·1dstanlq(cybinterncc.com. Don & Anne 
\Ving act as Dav,d's agents in the U.S. You 

can reach them at 508-748-[680. 

Frank Kosmerl 

frank is a colleccor and dealer. His 

prrsonal special intcrest.s arc braces and 

tools made in the Rochester, New York, 

area. r:rank wrote a fo ur-part article 

"Rochester, NY, A 19'' Century Edge 

Tool Center" for the Chronicle, as well 
as se\'eral other items. 

kno wledge, .spans the entire .spectrum of 

anci9ue cools, and he's always willing to 

talk about cools and share that 
kn owledge. You'll find him buy111g and 
selling at almost every Ea.st Coast event. 

More recently, r:rank has become an 

eBay seller and his offerings have been 
among the best tools o n eBay. 
Search eBay selJers for fkosmer! @ rochester.rr.com co see what he has to offer. 
That's the number one in kosmer [, not the letter "L". Why did he do chat' 

You can contact Frank at 7 I 6-334-0998 or e-mail co his eBay seller's ID. 
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Book Review: 

American Levels and Their Makers, 
Volume I New England 
By Don Rosebrook, 1999, Hardcover, 282 pages, $65 

Astragal Press, Box 239, Medham, NJ 07945 

Don Rosebrook is a good friend, which you should 
consider in reading this review. However, fortunately, my 
friends write wonderful books! Don has amassed over 1,000 
levels in his personal collection, and Don and his wife, Pam, 
have spent countless weeks pouring over local archives in 
every New England town that might have given forth a level 
of any sort. And, they have researched all 230+ patents 
granted to New Englanders. So, Don knows levels. Being 
singled out and identified as a "level collector" is beginning to 
get to him though, for he also has some pretty nice plow 
planes, saws, and more. See The Art of Fine Tools, pages 45-
50 and 96-97. Don is no stranger to CRAFTS. He wrote the 
feature articles on levels for the February 1995 and February 
1997 Tool Sheds, and is a regular at our auctions. 
Photographer Dennis Fisher (a PhD scientist, like Don) wrote 
the article "Displaying Tools" in the April 1996 Tool Shed. 

Following an introduction the first two chapters are about 
levels and level making. Then there are separate chapters 
devoted to each of the major makers: Davis, Stratton, Goodell 
Pratt/ Millers Falls, Hall & Knapp, Stanley Rule & Level, and 
Chapin. Other makers are grouped in chapters that cover 
makers grouped by state(s) and in two important local areas 
(Boston & Athol). Appendices follow, which include some 
i'mportant, never-published information. There are over 400 
figures in the book, mostly photographs by Dennis Fisher. 
About one-fifth of the figures from the text are repeated on 16 
spectacular, full-color pages. 

The introduction opens with definitions for the different 
types of levels covered by the book, and a glossary of level 
terms. So you are prepared to plunge into Chapter 1, which 
covers history, materials used, spirit vials, adjustments, 
inclinometers and sighting levels. Chapter two 
is based on an old ledger from the Bedortha 
Brothers shop in Windsor, Connecticut. There 
are several cost analyses that record the cost of 
each step in making a level as well as the cost 
of materials. For example, one analysis dated 
August 24, 1906 lists 42 steps in making a 
level, from cutting blanks to shipping, and 
records the cost of each step to several decimal 
places. Don believes the levels were being 
made for Stanley at that time because of a step 
described as concaving, which is a Stanley 
feature. More of the ledger analyses are set 
forth in an appendix. 

survived. After 70-80 years there emerged the familiar Pools, 
McKoskrie, Lamberts, Young, Watts, Lambert, Mulliken & 
Stackpool, Mulliken & Stackpole, Mulliken, and Harmon. 
There were another dozen less-familiar [to me] makers, with 
examples of their work pictured for nine. Altogether there are 
74 figures of levels, labels, and ads for Boston-area makers. 
The chapter would be a great monograph on its own. 

Leonard L. Davis (1838 - 1907) is an interesting figure. 
He worked for eight different railroad companies and 

· Ftguro4-4C 

Boston is believed to be the cradle of level ' 
making in America. John Dabney and Stephen 
Greenleaf were mathematical inftrument [sic] 
makers there in the 1740s and advertised their 
products, which included spirit levels (and 
Free Mafons jewels), in the Boston Gazette. 
No levels marked by them are known to have 

Four varieties of the Davis Mantel Clock Inclinometer 
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Fairbanks before setting up his own business 
around a bolt-heading machine he had 
patented. He sold the business in 1864 and 
retired at the age of 26. He had other 
businesses before, during and after his venture 
into level making as L.L. Davis (1865-75) and 
as Davis Level & Tool Co. (1875-92 when 
sold to M. W. Robinson) . He ended his career 
in I 905 with the Davis Electric Mfg. Co. If he 
were alive today he would certainly be in e
commerce! 

Don's chapter on Davis describes and 
pictures the levels made by the Davis 
companies over the 27 years they were in the 
business. Appendix 2 reproduces the earliest
known L.L. Davis catalog estimated to date 
1870-7 I, a dozen years before any other 
known Davis catalog. Its 16 pages picture four familiar cast 
iron levels, five acorn pocket levels, and nine assorted wooden 
spirit levels & inclinometers, the beginnings of the Davis line. 
A price list shows 30 first-quality levels (Nos. 6 - 35, each in 
two woods; mahogany or rosewood for the top ones, cherry or 
mahogany for the lesser) ranging in price from $10 to $162 
per dozen. Don believes the tall-frame, cast iron levels 
preceded the standard models, and were made for only a few 
years. This treatment of Davis and his levels is representative 
of the depth with which the other makers and their levels are 
covered. 

Individual and company relationships are interesting, as 
are the acquisition strategies of early toolmakers. If they 
couldn't make a good level they bought a firm that could; 
some things never change! For example, Stratton's line of 
wooden levels are appreciated for their high quality and their 
patented brass-bound edges. Certainly today's collectors pay 
dearly for the smaller No. IO machinist's levels. Stratton 
Brothers ( 1869 - 1907) was changed to Stratton Level Co. in 
1907, which was subsequently acquired byGoodell Pratt in 
1912. Albert Goodell had left Millers Falls after obtaining 
several level patents for them, and founded a company that 
was to become Goodell Pratt. Goodell Pratt had no levels, so 
it acquired C. F. Richardson in 1904 and Stratton in 1912. 
This gave them a full line of high quality metal and wooden 
levels. It seems they struggled against the tide of Stanley Rule 
& Level until Millers Falls bought them in 1931 . It's 

Rich's Patent Level 

interesting that Millers Falls had been selling the Stratton line 
in their 1878 and 1887 catalogs. In these catalogs they also 
offered iron levels based on Goodell's patents in competition 
with his new company. 

Of course the 1857 merger of Hall & Knapp, with their 
line of levels, and A. Stanley & Co., with no levels, to form 
Stanley Rule & Level gave Stanley a head start in levels. 
Stanley was aggressive in developing levels, and they never 
looked back. Don's chapter on Stanley tells this story, with 94 
figures to illustrate it. I'm not a Stanley collector, but I can't 
imagine that there will be a Stanley collector anywhere who 
won't have this book. A final appendix is a type study of the 
trademarks on the Stanley No.3 adjustable level, which should 
be invaluable in dating many other Stanley levels. 

You might think the smaller makers to be unimportant, 
but you will be impressed with the variety of their products 
(several illustrated in this article) and the amount ofresearch 
Don has done to bring this information to you. The book 
carries the story of New England levels up to around 1925. 
Volume 2 will cover the Middle Atlantic states, CRAFTS 
home base. There's every reason to believe that the second 
book will be as finely crafted as the first. 

Think of it; for the price of a single, simple, wooden level 
you can have this book on American levels from New 
England. Even if you have to sell a level to buy the book, you 
won't be disappointed. 

Hank Allen 
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Dtsplo.yi.ng Tools - TM- ltOfl Man 
by Hank Dl1e.n. witl,, ph&~ by Charlie- F[yM-

I
n the early 1950s Bill Phillips left New 
Jersey and with his new wife Mary 
bought a house and barn on six acres at 

Stines Corner in New Tripoli, Pennsylvania, 
in the Lehigh Valley. They converted the 
barn to a general store, which Mary ran. ' 
Bill, then a general contractor, built and 
refurbished barns and farm buildings in the ( 

• area. The original barn was expanded many i 
times to house construction equipment and 
supplies, and to provide a huge workshop. 

For many years Bill bought tools at 1 

signed and many are ex Beitler. 
We (Charlie & Hank) have visited Bill's museum twice. 

Most dramatic in the museum is his display of goosewing 
axes. There are more than 50, all made in 
Pennsylvania and all signed. The two 
exceptionally rare, original-style 
goosewings that stand out in the photo are 
by Philip His, an I gth century blacksmith. 
"Why 50 goosewings," we asked Bill, "and 

1. only three twybils?" "Because that's all the 
~ signed twybils I could find," he replied. 

Then we guessed Bill would have 50 of 
everything if he could only find them! 
"No," he said, "I don't really like broad 
axes." And only a few were evident 

J. Dubs (1734-1772) was a prolific, 
early blacksmith in the Lehigh Valley, the 
origin of many tools in the museum. Dubs 

' also had a sawmill and other ventures. Bill 

farm sales and local auctions. Influenced by 
Bud Brown and the late Mere Beitler, in the 
late 1970s he became interested in the work 
of early Pennsylvania blacksmiths. As the 
many rooms and rafters of the barn filled up 
with all kinds of tools and implements, Bill 
started selling some of them. Tools for sale Bi ll with a Broom Stitching Vise. 

showed us two unmarked crown moulders 
with J. Dubs stamped deeply on the irons. 
He speculates that Dubs made the planes 
too, but has never been identified as a 
planemaker. Other Dubs tools inc lude a 

are now displayed in the old general store. Last year Bill 
converted a spare building next to his barn to a museum to 
display his early Pennsylvania iron tools. Most of them are 

:l : ?£:: : .1.3: '··1·· . . .. -· 
. . . . . ... ,. . 

.... . . ... .. .. . . . , .... '• •.' ....... ······ 
: ~:: : : : : .. ·: 

• • • • • • • ~ ~ • < . .. ~, • >.. . • • . '"'1.. . . . '·.' 

Rack of Goosewings and other Axes. 
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graduated set of wooden water pipe reamers, a set of nose 
augers, and 15 T-handled augers and reamers hanging on the 
wall behind the counter. 

Curved Crosscut Saw in Vise. 



The name "Gilbert" appears frequently on tools in the 
museum, but there are several first in itials including M., N., 
C., and F. Most of the Gilberts remain unidentified, but there 
was a John Gilbert in Pottstown around 1850 who may have 
made one of Bill's goosewings. Rohrback and H.Stahler are 
other frequently seen names. Stahler's name is always 
stamped "H. STAHL ER." Why the space? Were there two 
stamps? Was there someone named "H. Stahl"? Was this a 
name change? An H. Stahler has been identified, but was not 
early enough to have made goosewings. 

Most of Bill's wooden planes remain in an upstairs room 
in the barn. The museum has a few crown moulders and a 
wooden shoot board and plane by John Veit (see Photo). 
Veit's stamp is on the toe of the plane and also twice on the 
shoot board. Saws are also kept in the barn, except for a 4-
foot crosscut saw with a curved-blade mounted in a saw vise 
in the museum (see Photo). 

There are many fascinating small iron pieces. There's a 
large bullet mold that has with it the cherry that was used to 
hollow it out. Bill has several swages that blacksmiths used 
to forge the eyes for goosewing axes, and, of course, simi lar 
swages for axes and picks. There's a saw wrest with a split 
screwdriver on the end. It just goes on and on. 

John Veit Shoot Board and Plane. 

Pump Log Augers and Reamers. 

Draw Knives. 

Schnitzelbunk, Augers, & More. 
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Early, Small Woodworking Saws 
by Hank Allen 
( continued from page 1 )_ 

The name compass saw derives from its intended use, to 
cut curved work, or as Knight says, "to run in a circle of 
moderate radius." The stiffness and two-way tapering of the 
blade aid the sawyer in working around such curved cuts. 
Fred Hodgson in his 1883 book, Hand Saws, chides 
manufacturers of compass, keyhole, and pad saws for not 
filing teeth to cut on the pull stroke which, he said, reduces the 
risk of a blade breaking. He encourages workmen to refile 
their blades for longer life. Strelinger responded in their 1897 
Catalog by offering compass and keyhole saw blades that cut 
on the pull stroke, and noting that many mechanics had been 
refiling these blades. Finally, the compass saw became a 
general workhorse as evidenced by this quote from the same 
Strelinger Catalog, "It's used to cross cut, rip, and miter. It's 
a most thoroughly abused and maltreated tool in the 
carpenter's chest." I guess if you don't want to ruin your 
favorite saw, you use your compass saw. 

Photo 2. 
The keyhole saw is characterized by a narrower blade 

with less taper than the compass saw. It may have the same 
type of handle as the compass saw or it may have a pad-type 
handle. See examples in top and bottom right in Photo I and 
Photo 2. The blade is shorter, 6 tol0 inches, and has more 
teeth, 8 to 20, than the compass saw. The blade thickness is 
comparable. In concept the keyhole saw is used to enlarge a 
drilled hole, such as a keyhole, the same as with many 
compass saw tasks. The British pad saw (second saw in Photo 
2) is a keyhole saw, and the terms are used interchangeably by 
Salaman. The English pad saw blade runs through a slot in 
the pad handle, which permits the user to expose as much of 
the blade as needed. It's held in the pad with two slotted set 
screws and thus joins the other British tools that require a 
screwdriver to adjust them. The 1887 Millers Falls Catalog 
offered a rectangular-handled pad saw by Star that was made 
so the entire blade would fit in the handle, and also a pistol
handled keyhole saw with a slot to retract the blade through 
the handle to emerge between your thumb and forefinger; 
looks dangerous to me! Disston made pad saws with fixed 
blades (bottom saw Photo 1 and fourth saw in Photo 2), and 
also a "keyhole saw & pad," which was patented August 28, 
1877 (bottom saw in Photo 2). The latter was advertised as an 
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inexpensive and convenient combination of keyhole saw, pad 
saw, and screwdriver. The screwdriver was on the handle end 
of the blade. 

The dividing line between compass and keyhole saws 
may be tough to draw. My solution cames from the "nest of 
saws" in the 1914 Disston Catalog. The nest includes a 
compass blade and a keyhole blade for use with the same 
handle. After seeing the two blades pictured side by side it's 
just like pornography; when you see it, you'll know! Similar 
"nests" were made by Richardson and by the English firm of 
Ward & Payne. The latter is pictured in Fig. 630 in Salaman. 

Stairmaker' s Saws 

Most stair saws you will come across are craftsman made 
by riveting a section of an old saw blade in a slot in a wooden 
handle. See Photos 3 and 4. This may have been the fate of 
broken buck saw blades, as the teeth in the examples 
illustrated are all 4 to 6 teeth per inch. When the handle is flat 
alongside the blade it provides a fixed depth stop. Some stair 
saws have blades that can be raised or lowered allowing the 
depth of cut to be varied. Two are shown in Photo 5. 
Craftsman-made stair saws can be quite artistic. Stair saws 
were also manufactured, but their handles have few variations 
and are not as interesting. Martin Donnelly's 1999 Catalog 
shows 15 stair saws on page 55; six appear to have been 
manufactured and the rest craftsman made. The saw on the 
right in Photo 3 is manufactured but not marked. It has a fence 
that is adjustable up or down and is held in place by the oval 
nuts that show in the photo. Some craftsman-made stair saws 
are very old; the bottom saw in Photo 4 is dated 1797. Some 
are brand new, but made to look old; buyer beware! 

Photo 3. 



Photo 4. 

The stair saw's function is to cut parallel saw kerfs for a 
groove or dado. The name "stair saw"comes from the dados 
that are cut in stair stringers to accept treads and risers. Other 
dados could be cut with a stair saw as well, but these saws are 
pretty crude and probably were not used for fine joinery, 
where the dado plane or even a back saw would do a more 
refined job. 

Photo 5. 

Salaman gives the same description for grooving, 
trenching, and stair saws. Photos 6 and 7 show some 
craftsman-made saws that we might not think to be stair saws, 
but whose function is to cut dados or grooves, or trenches. 
Two large grooving saws with end handles are shown in 
Photo 6. 

Photo 6. 

Photo 7. 

Photo 7 shows two saws that have parallel blades that can 
cut both kerfs of a dado or groove at the same time. Photo 8 
shows both sides of an elegant, mahogany, craftsman-made 
saw. The blade is fastened to one side of the body, and a full
length, adjustable, metal depth stop runs along the left side of 
the blade. In English auction catalogs, e_xamples are called 
"stair saws." This one came from a Brown auction with the 
same name. 

Photo 8. 
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Dovetail Saws 
Two dovetail saws are shown at the center of Photo 9. 

Dovetails are small back saws intended for fine joinery work, 
such as cutting dovetails for small drawers, etc . Obviously you 
wouldn't want to use one to saw the dovetails on a six-board 
blanket chest. Beading saw is another name for them, prob
ably British. Older dovetail saws had traditional open handles 
but the pad-type handles soon replaced the traditional ones. 
Hodgson reported (1883) that most American back saws had 
backs of iron and that brass-backed dovetail saws were gen
erally imported from England. So naturally, the lower dovetail 
saw in Photo 9 is by Kenyon Sykes of Sheffield and is iron 
backed. Dovetail saws are generally 6 to 12 inches in length, 
15 to 20 teeth per inch, and 1 ½ inches from tooth to back. 

--· ··· El: .... ·El:.·11······•·· =••••. ·-

Disston 
did not have a 
dovetail saw 
in the 1876 
catalog, but 
the 1914 cat
alog offered 
one with a 
traditional 
handle and one 
with a pad 
handle. Both 
had brass
plated steel 
backs. The 
latter model 
also came with 
a blade for 
cutting brass 
and copper. 

Photo 9 . Many early 
catalogs 

lumped their back saws together by size without 
distinguishing them as tenon, sash, carcase, or dovetail. James 
Howarth's 1884 catalog had two dovetail saws; a traditional
handled one and a pad type that was called "Gent's Dovetail 
Saw." The latter came in brass-back only with either boxwood 
or rosewood handles. 

The thin-bladed, fine-toothed saw in the upper left comer 
of Photo 1 is almost too delicate to be a dovetail saw. Note 
the second, vacant hole above the handle of this saw that 
allows the handle to be attached vertically. This may give a 
clue as to its use that I've missed, but it's safe to say that it's 
for very fine woodworking. Having cut a few small dovetail 
joints in soft sugar pine for drawers, I think this saw would be 
adaptable to this purpose if only because of the almost
invisible kerf that it leaves behind. 

The bottom saw in Photo 9 is a 6-inch toy saw by Mosely 
& Son, London. Howarth sold them with 6 to 9 inch blades. 
Toy back saws were also made. They came in kid's tool kits 
but were very well made. A pattern-maker's saw by Disston is 
shown at the top of Photo 9. The blade is relatively thin and 
there is no back, giving them more versatility for depth of cut. 
Disston made only one size. Others made these saws, and all 
I have seen are about the same size as Disston's. 
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Fret or Backing Saws 
Fretwork is defined as ornamental work consisting of 

interlacing parts, especially work in which the design is 
formed by perforation of the work. [There's an article ori. 
fretwork by David Pine in the July/August 1989 issue of Fine 
Woodworking.] The fine-bladed hand saw used to cut frets 
was originally called the "Buhl Saw," a German adaptation of 
the name of Andre Charles Boulle, a French royal 
cabinetmaker (1642--1732) whose fashion of inlaying, called 
boullework, was popular in Europe ·during the 18th and 19th 

centuries. The buhl saw is shown in Figure 618 of Salaman 
and is reproduced here with the permission of Astragal Press. 

The Buhl saw came to be known as 
°"1ll'ailiiilii ____ lli. the fret or bracket saw in the 19th 

' century. Before that, some keyhole and 
pad saws were called fret saws. Fret or 
bracket saws have a U-shaped frame 

t,a-=; __ ._ _ _, with a blade fastened across the open 

I end of the frame , and a handle parallel 
to the blade and extending below the 
frame. They are made of wood or metal, 
have frames 12 to 20 inches deep, and 5 
to 6 inch blades which can be so fine as 

Buhl Saw to appear to be strands of wire . The 
Salaman Fig. 618 early catalogs of Hammacher 

Schlemmer, Strelinger, Wm. Walter, and Millers Falls all 
offered bracket saws. But, in Millers Falls' 1911 catalog the 
name had been changed to fret saw. Disston did not have a 
fret or bracket saw in either the 1876 or 1914 catalogs. A 
metal-frame bracket saw by Millers Falls and a wood-framed 
fret saw are shown in Photo 10. The wood-framed saw was 
made by the Sorrento WoodCarving Co. of Boston, and has a 
patent date of Dec. 13, 1870. It does very well at auction. 

A scroll saw was a heavier version of the fret saw. There 
were also machine saws, initially treadle operated, for cutting 
designs in wood called fret saws and scroll saws. Jig saw has 
always referred to a machine saw. 

Also shown in Photo 10 is what we usually call a 
jeweler's saw, but which has also been called a piercing saw 
and a coping saw for cutting wood. Disston carried a coping 
saw similar to those available today in its 1914 catalog. 
Millers Falls had nine different models in its 1915 catalog. 

Photo 10. 



Special-Purpose Saws 
Two saws that I bought as planemaker's saws are shown 

at the top of Photo 11. According to Salaman, a planemaker's 
saw is from 9 to 16 inches long, 1 1/2 inches wide at the 
handle, and has a 1/8 inch thick blade with teeth filed 
alternately from side to side. The saws in the photo fit these 
characteristics and have taper from tooth to top of blade and 
no set. I've seen many saws at auction that \Yere called 
planemaker's saws, but were really short compass saws. 
Buyers beware. Have I said that before? 

Photo 11. 
The saw at the bottom of Photo 11 is a craftsman-made, 

cooper's, stave-repair saw. Its purpose is to cut the croze 
grooves on a replacement stave. One is pictur~d in Barlow, 
which I believe to be the same saw. It's the only one I've ever 
seen. Salaman shows a similar saw with the same purpose, 
which he calls a riddle, saw. It has a manufactured, open 
handle and a curved blade without a back. 

Photo 12. 
The saws in Photo 12 have no set and were used to cut off 

dowels, plugs, etc. flush with the work without damaging it. 
I'm sure craftsmen found other uses for them as well. A saw 
very similar to the one in the middle of the Photo has also 
been called a veneer saw. It comes up in English auction 
catalogs quite regularly, in both mahogany and cormierwood. 
Another purpose is said to be for cutting miter joints with a 
miter shooting block; still another is to cut floorboards. 
Seems to be too nice a saw to use on floorboards. Maybe a 
saw is what a consignor says it is! 

Three small,craftsman-made saws are shown in Photo 13. 
I remember that Paul Weidenschilling was the underbidder on 
all three, and he reminds me every time we meet. The blade on 
the saw at the upper right is mounted vertically probably for 
inlaying something. The other two have horizontal blades and 

are used with a 
straightedge to cut 
veneer. A similar one 
appears in Salaman 
(Fig. 715e). 

Two handled 
saws from a set of 
four tools, said to be 
for drawermaking, are 
shown in Photo 14. 
The two planes not 
shown are skewed 
dados with fences but 
no nickers, presum-
able for cleaning out Photo 13. 

, dados whose kerfs have been cut by a saw. The tool on the 
right is called a fenced rabbet saw, and would be used to cut 
kerfs for dados. The fence allows kerfs to be cut at different 
distances from the edge of the work. The plane/saw on the 
left in Photo 14 has similarities to the saws in Photo 12 is a 
large version of the saw at top right in Photo 13. I can't think 
of a use for this tool in drawer-making. Perhaps it could be 
used like the armchair-maker's saw described below. 

Photo 14. 

Photo 15 shows an ancient flooring saw and a handled, 
French, armchair-maker's saw for cutting tenons in curved 
work like the arm or rail of a chair. The blade of the latter saw 
is mounted in a slot along the side, about 1/2" above the base. 
In practice the work on which tenon shoulders are to be cut is 
mounted vertically in a box-shaped clamp, so that the bottom 
of the saw runs across the top of the box as the four shoulders 
of the tenon are being cut. Maybe the saw in the previous 
paragraph was used in this way with some type of jig. 

Photo 15. 
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WILLY TELLUS WHATSIT ----------. 

0 
No. 45 

/ 
HERBRAND -607-U~-~, 

STEEL FLOAT-CUT FILE SCREWED TO WOODEN STOCK 
6 1/4" LONG, 0.7"WIDE 

Auction Schedule 
April 1: CRAFTS annual tool auction, Elk's Club on Route 31 
Flemington, New Jersey. Check website at http://craftsofnj.org 
Call Greg Welsh 908-439-3266 or Steve Zluky 908-534-2710 for 
information. Send $2 (no SASE) for auction list to Steve Zluky, Box 
243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888. 

April 14-15: Holiday Inn, Nashua, New Hampshire, Your Country 
Auctioneer's Antique Tool Auction and Dealer Show. Contact Steve 
Mitchell for information 603-485-2000 or toolauctioneer.com 

April 29: Day's Inn Conference Center, York, Pennsylvania. Barry 
Hurchalla's special auction featuring the Fred Baumann collection. 
Call Barry 610-323-0333. 

May 6, June 17: N. Kingstown, Rhode Island. Bill Spicer's tool 
auctions managed by Bud and Vera Steere. Call Vera for information 
or to get on Bill's mailing list 401-884-5049. Send $2 for a list to 110 
Glenwood Drive, N. Kingstown, RI 02852. 

May 19-20: Baxter Auction Gallery, Indianapolis, Indiana. Tom Witte's 
Tool Show and Auction. Call Tom 616-668-4161 for a catalog or 
information. 

June 4, Sept. 10: Fine Tool Journal absentee auctions. Contact 
Clarence Blanchard for information or subscription 207-688-4962 or 
www.finetoolj.com 

July 15: Hillsboro, New Hampshire, Your Country Auctioneer's Flea 
Market and Listed Antique Tool Auction . Contact Steve Mitchell for 
information 603-485-2000 or toolauctioneer.com 

July 28: England, Tony Murland's International Tool Auction. Call 
Martin Donnelly for information for a print or CD catalog at 800-869-
0695 or mjd@mjdtools.com or check Tony's website 
www.toolshop.demon.co.uk. 

Craftsman Ben Bond took this photo in Bermuda 
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g~rrSwap"&Self 
CRAFTS members 2!J..!.y may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is 
primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each line over 
5 is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave., Chatham NJ 07928-
1732, FAX 973 701-2050, or email: stushippey@prodigy.net. Ads 
accepted if space permitted. 

For Sale 

Huge selection of tools and books online. The largest selection 
of complex molders and books for cabinetmakers available 
anywhere. Top quality and fair prices. Quality tools wanted, 
one piece or a collection. The Best Things, online at 
www.thebesthings.com 

1999 Stanley Tools Pocket Guide. Updated with several 
hundred price adjustments to reflect recent market activity; $1 O 
+ $2 pstg. Available from John Walter, 208 Front St., Marietta, 
OH 45750 or call 740 373-9973. 

Manufactured and Patented Spokeshaves & Similar Tools: 
Identification of the Artifacts and Profiles of the Makers and 
Patentees. $75+$5 s&h. Order direct or request brochure. Tom 
Lamond, 30 Kelsy Pl. Lynbrook, NY 11563-1516. 

Wanted 

Oliver Universal Wood Trimmers - Nos. 0 through 10, in any 
condition. Please call Frank Pollaro 973-675-7557. 

Corn-husking pegs - wood, bone, wrought, or unusual 
manufactured styles. Also catalogs- Boss, Kewanee, Clark, 
etc. Interested in information you may have for a research 
project. Sue Jacob 215-822-1029 or 44 E. Hillcrest Avenue, 
Chalfont, PA 18914-2717. 

Gunter's chain - full size (66') with pegs if available. Mockridge 
tools. My middle name is Mockridge. Collecting examples of 
their work. Wilma Sagurton 973-543-4724 

Anything "Stanley:" tools, literature, advertising, etc. Also any 
"Victor" or "Defiance" planes. Bill Hermanek 516-360-1216, 31 
Wildwood La., Smithtown NY 11787 bhermanek@aol.com 

RESEARCH INFORMATION ... SCRAPERS: incl. Blade 
marks, examples, ads, manufactured and/or patented for 
woodworking or related trades; (hand, cabinet, floor, box, etc.) 
Blade mark drawings, sketches, or photos helpful. Also buying 
scrapers. Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Pl., Lynbrook, NY 11563 

'Nuw A,;11,i/11,p{e fm"- lhtr~11,/ f'rtH .. . 

AMERICAN LEVELS AND THEIR MAKERS 
Vol. I : New England 

by Don Rosebrook 

A wonderful work ... This unique book is an absolute 
must for every tool collector. Interesting to read, the 
result of extensive reseach, and backed up with over 
600 photographs {several in color) and other illustrations. 
It is a book that should not be missed. 
$65 + $4.50 S&H 

ASTRAGAL PRESS 
P.O. Box 239 • Mendham, NJ 07945 
Phone: 973-543-3045 • Fax: 973-543-3044 
E-mail: astragalpress@attglobal.net 


